
LEAMINGTON UNDERGROUND CINEMA 
FESTIVAL 2013

FULL SCREENING PROGRAMME



DAY 1: MONDAY 23rd SEPTEMBER

THE SECRET SOCIETY OF FINE ARTS
LEAMINGTON LAMP // PROGRAMME BEGINS 7.30pm // FREE ENTRY

The first Leamington Underground Cinema Festival kicks off in style with this stylish thriller from Zentropa Studios. 

A stunning looking film, The Secret Society Of Fine Arts uses a unique technique involving the montage and manipulation of still 
photographs to weave an enigmatic tale where the fine line between art and terror is literally blown away. This is a visual experience 
like nothing you have ever experienced before.

The following films, selected to compete for the LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE will be screening in support of this feature:

Not Far From Here Tessa Garland

Not Far From Here, combines live action and animation. The work is staged around a suburban house and a domestic shed set within a wooded area. 
During the video the banality of the suburban setting is interrupted by a parallel world, suggesting an alternative reality and one which is charged 
with psychic activity.

Man Vs Sand Prano Bailey-Bond

Made as part of the Letters Festival Milan, Man vs Sand is an experimental drama originally based on a letter expressing one man's feelings as he 
attempts to work through the economic crisis. The film is heavily influenced by Theatre of the Absurd.

Jumpcut Saskia Quax

Jumpcut allows you to playfully experience the sexual fantasy of one young woman — a fantasy in which no words are spoken. Jumpcut marks the 
culmination of Saskia Quax’s four-year journey through the Audiovisual Design program of a Dutch art school.

This Way Up Spike Morris

In this elegantly simple film, a dancer's curiosity gets the better of him after investigating a mysterious cardboard box which transports him far 
away. Must he go deeper into the wormhole to get home?

Talent Show '58 Nathan Moore

See what you think of Talent Show '58, a surreal horror film about a nightmarish talent show, and (almost definitely) the shortest film in the festival.

Ben Kuesti Fraun

About running, about being behind, about big moments, about daily life..

Roman Michiel Knops

'Roman' is about the thin line between reality and fantasy. How the most futile things to one can be of great importance to another. There’s a lot 
more going on behind the smiles we see when walking down the street.

Transference of Empathy Caroline Hopkins

No description provided

Paradise Beach Dave Lojek

Two friends experience a quaint relocation. While Jon enjoys the breeze, Bradley nags with questions.

Narcissus Shan Ng

A dream-like temporal and spatial relationship of events forms a backdrop for this innocent, yet dark and melancholic story.
Narcissus is an original score composed and performed by Tania Carvalho.

Inked Nathan Hughes-Berry

A short experimental film reflecting the pressure of living in a crowded environment and the strains that puts on our bodies and minds.

I Am Ana Patrick Loy

A young woman must confront what she has done to herself. A David Lynch homage project that examines identity, reality, and the illusions we 
create to hide from the truth.



DAY 2:  TUESDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER

UNDERGROUND SHORTS
ALTORIA // PROGRAMME BEGINS 8.00PM // FREE ENTRY

The following films, selected to compete for the LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE will be screening,:

Appointments Mark Trifunovic

Victoria and Edward reflect on various stumbling blocks in their relationship.  But as with everything, there's always two sides to every story...

Skin Deep Isabel Steubel-Johnson

A young woman has been a sleepwalker all her life. During the day she lives a normal life, with a job and an on-again, off-again romance. At night she 
does things that she would never do, while awake, and her actions are starting to take a toll. 

Jazzball: An Urban Odyssey Ian Jones

Welcome to the exciting world of emerging urban sport, Jazzball. Made by enthusiasts Ian Jones & Adam Evans, this risqué documentary offers an 
insight into the pressures, dangers, and possible future of the hip new urban activity

Crosswords Steve Simmons

A man becomes enchanted by a woman whose every action solves a clue in his crossword.

Two Persons Max Billie Vee

An entertaining psychological roller coaster that takes place exclusively in a lift.

The Provocateur Lauren Midwinter

Fashion film ‘The Provocateurs’ follows the journey of a secret brown paper package and a team of female agents from the 1940’s through to the 
80’s. 

Lament Jack Van Spall

Ally, a middle aged ex-boxer who now works nights as taxi driver, ferries drunken students around Leeds. The strains of his job are relieved by 
Andrea, whom he drops off every evening and picks up at every sunrise.

ChatRoulette Alexander Thomas

“Why the mask? It’s because I’m giving you a choice. Number One: I will show you my naked body, but the mask remains in tact. Or Number Two: I 
will show you my face; but nothing else.”

Stages Alex James

Fledgling writer Charlie is irrevocably changed when his fiancée is killed in a traffic accident. Filmed on the streets of New York City, Stages is a 
short film exploring grief, therapy and our one saviour; hope.

Feet AD Cooper

In the darkness of a stalled underground train, two strangers get their feet swapped by some mysterious energy. One is a hulking rugby player; the 
other is a petite ballet dancer. It isn’t going to come out well for either of them.

Ollie Stuart Elliot

David has just discovered that he has a 7-year-old kid called Ollie. But will he turn out to be a long lost son? Or new found nemesis?

Overload Charley Packham

A stressed commuter's journey to work is interrupted when she decides to take a detour.

The Robbery Phil Reynolds

Jay is a local criminal  and with his cheeky brother Pete who has invited himself along are waiting for their ‘leader’ Geoff before they can perform 
what appears to be a simple robbery. What could possibly go wrong?

Countdown Charlotte George

The end of the world could be the beginning of something special.

I'll Call You Back Mark Kuczewski

Have you ever been trying to watch something on the tv but you can't because something just won't let you concentrate?

Step Right Up Benjamin Bee

An estranged father tries to see his son along with his clown of a friend

Barry John Michell

Ella is seven.  Her best friend is the best friend a girl could have: Barry.  Her rabbit. They don't care what other girls say about them.  They like to 
spend days in the park, having picnics, sharing secrets and dreams of escaping. But how can she when her dad's best friend was once her's too?



DAY 3: WEDNESDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER

JERKBEAST
ZEPHYR LOUNGE

PROGRAMME BEGINS 7.30PM

Lovers of fine music, subtle acting and profound storytelling. You are all advised to stay away.

But if you fancy seeing the worst band in the world take centre stage in the most punk rock film ever made then you are in luck.

For one night only, the profane, filthy, legendary Jerkbeast will be playing at Leamington Spa's very own profane, filthy, legendary 
Zephyr Lounge as part of the LUC Festival. Backing up this grimy masterpiece will be a cunning selection of underground shorts to 
get you in the mood for the noisy, sorry tale of Steaming Wolf Penis and their especially demonic drummer.

The following films, selected to compete for the LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE will be screening in support of this feature:

One Night In Hackney John Brown

Paula's not having a good night, and it's about to get a lot worse.

Ave Maria Skip Shea

A man awakens to find himself naked and tied to a chair deep in a haunted New England wood. He is surrounded by masked women and their 
congregation who are preparing an ancient yet familiar ritual...

The Arsehole Gene Eric Romero

After years of investigation, a group of European scientists had discovered that the vulgarly called 'arseholes' are actually suffering a genetic 
mutation that conditions their behaviour.

Static Detachment Jack D'Souza-Toulson

Static Detachment is an experimental short film about an ageing insurance salesman being left behind by the modern world. Succumbing to the 
pressure of the workload his younger boss is forcing on him and feeling invisible to his coworkers, he begins to loose his grip on reality.

Waiting Chris Forshaw

Waiting is the hardest part...

Antisocial Sam Wildman

A reclusive artist is pushed over the edge by her noisy neighbours. Sleep deprived and distracted from her work, she seeks sweet revenge.

Semilunar Daniel Spence

This animated short film represents life blood of a metropolitan city, entering cardiac arrest under the stress of its own weight.

Kernel Panic Martin O'Leary

Lost in space, captured in a gravity well and trapped inside a malfunctioning space suit, Brianna finds herself in desperate need of some 
downloadable support.  

Leonard Ged Hunter

Follow Leonard, a lost soul, perhaps through a day, perhaps through a year from one scene to another, a portrait of a man living through some 
overwhelming psychosis coupled with a fearsome drug addiction.

Brides of Desire Ben Gutteridge

Henry is looking for love inside a brown paper parcel. He hires a room in a smart hotel, prepares it for his guest and licks his lips in anticipation.
Funny, sweaty, seedy and surreal, BRIDES OF DESIRE is suspense with a smile.

Dinner with Monster Jay Jihyun Kim

One man gets in to a restaurant in late night, and he meets mysterious guy who wants to join him for dinner.

Pulled Andrew McGinnigle

Just another evening in the nightclub cattle market, drinks flow, girls meet boys, young couples fall in and out of love. One young man thinks he has 
met the woman of his dreams but is it romance she's really looking for?



DAY 4: THURSDAY 26TH SEPTEMBER

LINT THE MOVIE
ARTS TRAIL STUDIOS // PROGRAMME BEGINS 7.30PM // FREE ENTRY

"He was a good man. He was an intelligent man. He had two arms, two legs, a torso and a head... and who can say more than that?"

LUC is proud to present this cinematic adaptation of Steve Aylett's cult biography, Lint. LINT The Movie features the likes of Alan 
Moore, Stewart Lee, Robin Ince and Aylett himself speaking about the author of such classic and ultimately annoying books as I Eat 
Fog, One Less Bastard and Jelly Result.

Screening at Leamington Arts Trail Studios on September 26th. This exclusive feature screening will be supported by a selection of 
Underground Shorts submitted to the LUC Short Film Prize 2013:

Cornered Harry Gilliatt

Cornered tells the story of John Eugene, a man obsessed with squares and meticulous detail, who is forced to reassess everything he believes in 
when his isolated life is interrupted by his worst nightmare: a ball.

Stand & Deliver Paul Nash

At the centre of a peaceful woodland clearing lies the body of a young woman. A sudden sharp intake of breath – she is alive... But what happened 
last night? 

Fawked James Root

Mel and Malcolm could be facing the bitter end of what they used to call their relationship. But upon leaving their house on November 5th to 
attend the village bonfire, they’re greeted by a bloody sequence of events playing out on their own doorstep.

Alive In Time Douce Ogier d'Ivry

Seated on a street, during rush hour in a bustling metropolis, a vagrant gazes upon the rapid flow of commuters passing by. But an extraordinary 
sight leads him to a disturbing encounter. 

The Phone Box Ian Robertson

One telephone conversation that costs a fortune.

I'd Rather Have a Memory Than a Dream Matt Strachan

The line between a man's memories and dreams blur, mutating into something his ageing mind can't escape from.

Atom Ben Kersey

A dystopian short film about a lone individual trapped in a room, with only a laptop for company. Everything is regulated, and nourishment comes 
from water and pills distributed to him daily.

The End Santoshmohan Veeranki

A fiercely independent but bipolar girl gets stuck in a relationship with a troubled war veteran. They are now expecting a baby. But she is clearly 
not happy about this whereas he seems to be over the moon. Why is she so mad at him? And more importantly how far is she willing to go to hurt 
him?

Wild Life Kevin Maynard

If you fill your house with animals don't be surprised when there's blood in the bathtub.

Lean On me Gavin Butler

Dan is suicidal and needs his best friends assistance - but how far should Pete go in an effort to help?

Dust & Waltz Darren Bransford

A professional dancer with a promising career and an overseas aid worker consumed by guilt try to rediscover their hope in each other, and a 
future together, in the wake of a life-altering incident. 

A Contradiction Steven Dorrington

Tim wakes up alone and hungover and uses his mind memory app to review last night events from various family members point of view to find 
out the disturbing truth.

After School Club Danny Stack

After picking up their kids from school, two mothers escape to the woods and stage a playful stand-off to liven up their domestic lives.



DAY 5: FRIDAY 27th SEPTEMBER

ANYONE CAN PLAY GUITAR
LAMP // PROGRAMME BEGINS 7.30PM // TICKETS £5

The LUC Festival is extremely proud to present an exclusive screening of ace music documentary Anyone Can Play Guitar. Listed by 
NME as “One of the 20 music films you need to see” ACPG chronicles the height of the Oxford music scene as it spawned a 
generation of hugely successful bands including Ride, Supergrass and Radiohead. 

“Anyone Can Play Guitar is not like most music docs. Using the unheard stories of some of the greatest bands and the greatest stories of some 
of the unheard bands as the backdrop to a truly unique and epic saga of success, failure, good intentions and bad outcomes. It refuses to 
mythologise and explores what can be achieved with community and the harsh realities of the music industry.”

Following the screening there will be a Q&A with filmmakers Jon Spira and Hank Starrs, then the evening will be rounded off by a 
live performance from Not Right who will be interpreting some classics of the era covered in the film.

Plus of course there will be cinematic support by a bunch of ace short films competing in the LUC Short Film Prize:

Racing Time Adele Myers & Ra Page

Racing Time is based on the award-winning poem by Chris Wood, first published in Dangerous Driving for Comma Press in 2007. This particular 
narrative follows a 70-year-old fell-runner, inspired by the poets neighbour Ron Heaton, as he traverses across the roughest terrain to reach his 
ultimate goal.

Coming Alive Jaha Browne

A short film entering the world of a London based puppeteer Sian Kidd. We see her creating a zombie marionette from a piece of wood. Ending in 
an unexpected twist.

Spaceship Alex taylor

Chloe, a 21-year-old cosplayer, escaping her memories of dark school days by transforming herself into an alien queen, meets luke, an assassin 
cosplayer with whom she searches for a brave new world...

Decapoda Shock Javier Chillon

An astronaut returns to Earth after a fatal accident on a distant planet. When he discovers he has been the victim of a sinister plot, he decides to 
take vengeance on those responsible for the death of his family...

Lost Every Day Michelle Coomber

What would it be like to get lost every day of your life? Even in your own home? This intriguing film introduces us to a woman who has a rare 
condition that makes the familiar become frequently unfamiliar

The Fifth Rory Langdon-Down

A short film by Quink Tattoo made in 48 hours, which develops the concept of 'capture and relive' in a tense manner that will leave the audience 
stunned.

82 Alexei Slater

A postman lets us into his dark world in quiet suburbia



DAY 6: SATURDAY 28TH SEPTEMBER

IT'S SUCH A BEAUTIFUL DAY
ARTS TRAILS STUDIOS // PROGRAMME BEGINS 5.00PM // FREE ENTRY

Leamington Underground Cinema is delighted (and quite surprised) to be screening Don Hertzfeldt's masterpiece It's Such A 
Beautiful Day at Leamington Arts Trail Studios. This is the full trilogy about Bill, the stick man with the mystery ailment, edited 
together as one complete feature. 

Supporting this very special feature LUC will be screening a great selection of animations that were submitted for the LUC SHORT 
FILM PRIZE 2013:

The Umbrella Factory Lexie Trivundza

One evening, a traveller knocked upon the door of three brothers. Asking for a place to stay, as he has nowhere else to go, he offers them his magic 
talisman for payment...

Nobody Knows Eva Munnich

A tragic werewolf story in western-style, with big tatoo-ed pigs and a space trip.

Unicorn Blood Pedro Rivero

Two teddy-bears go hunting unicorns, their favourite prey. Unicorns have tender flesh and delicious blueberry-flavoured blood which the bears 
need to stay cute-looking.

Twiller Parkour #2 Morgan Miller

Jeff Twiller's second attempt at parkour.

The Blood Of The bear Lottie Kingslake

A young boy's encounter with a great white bear helps him to come to terms with his father's illness.

Innisfree Don Carey

A man in a chaotic and depressing urban environment seeks to escape his surroundings

Professor Cliq – Plastic & Flashing Lights Victor Haegelin

Follow the crazy walk of the wired man inhabitted by Professor Kliq's music.

The Hungry Corpse Gergely Wootsch

In London’s bustling, yet desolate Trafalgar Square, an ancient, rather hungry corpse meets a pigeon.

North Fin Mcmorran

 Colin is in a rut. Every day the same - walkies, fetch the ball, dinner, sleep. Every night, dreaming of adventures and travel.

Window Bob de Broise & Elizabeth Holly Hurt

When a little girl visits her Grandma's old house, her unsettling surroundings begin to creep into her dreams...

I Miss You Katy Davis

A short mixed media animation about a little fella who misses his girl.

Why You Should Never Feed a Hedgehog... Milk Emma Nisbet

A darkly comic animation featuring a cute and unsuspecting hedgehog that goes for walk, and finds a puddle of milk.

Lidice Shall Die Nicola Winstanley

'Lidice Shall Die’ is a shadow puppet animation about the tragic obliteration of a Czech mining village called Lidice by the Nazis in 1942.

Birds Eye View Steven Twigg

Like most pigeons, Willard spends his life in a manner that is... amusingly simple. Yet he has dedicated his life as an exaggerated metaphor for our 
own. Or maybe he's just a joke that goes over people's heads.

Mooon James Kwan

MOOON is a stop motion short about Spacebaby searching for his Moon. While the Universe seems to be tearing itself apart, Spacebaby sees the 
forces pulling everything together.



DAY 7: SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

SOUND OF NOISE
SPA CENTRE CINEMA // PROGRAMME BEGINS 5.00PM // TICKETS £5

Six anarchist drummers hold a city hostage with acts of musical criminality while a tone deaf detective tries to track them down.

This is a real treat - one of the most inventive, entertaining and unique films of recent years. LUC is delighted to be screening Sound 
Of Noise as the closing feature of our first festival just before the exciting short film awards.

It is hard to describe just how ace this film is, but don't just take our word for it:

"Bonnie and Clyde on Drums" Indiewire

"Part quirky comedy, part existential mystery, part flash-mob musical." The AV Club"

"a delightful comic cocktail of modern city symphony, police procedural and love story." Variety

Also screening will be a selection of fantastic Underground Shorts that have been submitted for the LUC short film prize:

I'll Be Here All Night Andrew Parkhill

An unpopular pub singer tries to entertain a rowdy audience with his moody songs of love and loss, helped by an unexpected new fan, but soon 
finds that hecklers are the least of his problems.

The Profit Ross Turner

A scientist playing God gets carried away with the possibilities of her new invention, realising only too late the pitfalls of power.

Arcade Nida Manzoor

Set in a games arcade, schoolgirls Pandora and Ria are engrossed in a shoot-em-up. Their jokes turn to jibes and soon insults start to fly. The arcade 
becomes a surreal place as the girls confront their frustrations with deadly consequences.

Don't Do The Right Thing Jamie Oliphant

Three young men witness a couple fighting, try to intervene and get much more than they bargained for in the process.

Refugio 115 Ivan Villamel

1938, Barcelona. In the spanish civil war, a group of survivors escape from strange shadows at refuge 115

The Futility Of War Sam Baron

Two medieval knights turn up to the wrong field on the day of a Great Battle.

Dawid and Dominic Andy Salamoncyzk

Dawid, an 11-year-old polish boy living in London, decides he must find the perfect lady for his father.

Homecoming Jay Taylor

A young man returns to his home after years of estrangement, hoping to share with them the riches that have changed his life.

Frank Joe McGowan

Frank awakes in the midst of a haunting yet familiar situation. Can a single choice help save his sanity and more importantly his freedom?



DAY 7: SUNDAY 29TH SEPTEMBER

LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE 2013
SPA CENTRE CINEMA // PROGRAMME BEGINS 8.00PM // TICKETS £5

The huge, operatic finale of the first Leamington Underground Cinema will be the LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE 2013.

We will be screening the ten finalists, drawn from the 85 shorts being screened during the festival - which in turn were selected 
from the hundreds and hundreds that were submitted.

At the climax, one will be winning the first ever LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE TROPHY, plus £1000! Crikey.

But that's not all. In the fine tradition of previous LUC events we are also throwing in a fantastic film quiz, the likes of which is rarely 
seen outside of institutions surrounded by barbed wire and men with guns.

LUC are unspeakably grateful to the sponsors of this years prize:

Staak Ltd
Mask-Arade
The Clarendon Leamington
The Cask and Bottle

...all fine upstanding bastions of the local community, I hope you will all consider them above all competitors when it comes to 
parting with your hard earned cash.

The Finalists for the LUC SHORT FILM PRIZE 2013 are:

The Hungry Corpse Gergely Wootsch

The Phone Box Ian Robertson

Antisocial Sam Wildman

Decapoda Shock Javier Chillon

82 Alexei Slater

Coming Alive Jaha Browne

Mooon James Kwan

Professor Cliq – Plastic & Flashing Lights Victor Haegelin

Fawked James Root

The Futility Of War Sam Baron


